Just a couple of weeks ago Dave Briggs had an interview with Brett Revington, the new head of standardbred racing for the state of Pennsylvania. This position, and the accompanying structure set up at the state’s racing commission, represents a pretty nice opportunity to move forward with several items that can help the racing and betting product in the Keystone State.

Although Brett’s interview focused mainly on the very important issues of uniform rules and harness racing integrity, one item particularly caught my eye.

“I don’t think it’s any secret that we do have high takeout rates here. As far as I’m concerned, anything we can do to improve the industry within Pennsylvania is definitely on the table. That’s one of the things I’m looking at now, doing a bit of a case study to see if it’s worth our while. I think that it is, but it’s just a matter of putting up the numbers and showcasing a plan. Anything is on the table for improving the industry as a whole, as well as Pennsylvania,” Brett noted.

I thought Brett mentioning takeout rates was fantastic. But, I must confess I was also a little frightened for him. Talking takeout in racing is tantamount to a Senator bringing up entitlement reform. It’s always been a minefield.
Along those lines — if you will — please allow me to share a story.

A decade or so ago, I was presenting at a racing conference about new ways to wager, and the price of a bet. I touched on several points, that (at the time) I thought were quite strong.

First, examining the history of how horse racing has been priced has always been a worthwhile discussion.

I bet a lot of people don’t know that when Dan Patch was racing, takeout rates were five per cent. These rates then moved to 10 per cent, and 15 per cent and so on, to where they are today (around 23 per cent blended in harness racing). None of these price hikes were implemented with econometrics, other fancy calculations, with the use of a 1940’s version of Lotus 123, or at the advice of pricing experts. Nor did they have anything to do with supply and demand, which we all know is how prices for hay, trucks and trailers, sandwiches at the track kitchen or just about everything else we buy are set. The rates were hiked because someone (governments, racetracks) wanted more money, and the consumer — with no other gambling games to play — had little choice in the matter. Even when the consumer was speaking — when handle and revenue fell after yet another
hike in New York in the late 1940s — the price increases didn’t pause.

Pricing expert Will Cummings in his 2004 report, Analysis of the Data and Fundamental Economics Behind Recent Trends in the Thoroughbred Racing Industry, summed this up when he said “racing has lived with high takeout rates for so long, they’ve become a way of life.” It’s just the way things are, even to this day.

“All we’re doing when we raise takeout is driving away people. The regulars are coming less often or they’re coming just as often but getting ground down. People within the game still don’t understand how destructive takeout is.”

— Professional Horseplayer Mike Maloney

Moving on, we can look at academic studies in the horse racing gambling space. I think it surprises more than a few people that virtually every published and peer reviewed academic study since the late 1970’s on racetrack pricing concluded the same thing — the takeout was too high. It beats that whole “97 per cent of scientists” and global warming number.

After a brief history of how racetrack pricing has been set over the last century — and that academia agreed it’s too high — I spoke a little about the modern consumer.

Because of high pricing, some betting customers have searched for, and received (primarily through the Internet), lower takeout since about the year 2000. This has been effective for the gross handle number and customer retention. Betfair, which for most of their existence charged five per cent takeout on racing, moved from a start-up with zero customers, to a multi-billion dollar business in less than a decade. Offshore sites sprung up, offering good deals, and punters flocked to them in droves, returning nothing back to racing. Completely legal rebate shops began to flourish, and in some ways continue to do so today. It’s been estimated by some that legal outlets offering lower takeout through cash rewards now make up 40 per cent of total North American betting handle.

“I quit betting horses about 7 or 8 years ago when I realized how hard it was to beat, simply because of the takeout.”

— Customer on a chat board

After my presentation, I expected some comments, but there was only one. Someone from the industry immediately stood up and said (I’m paraphrasing), “lower takeout doesn’t work, because if we charge 15 per cent instead of 23 per
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cent, handle has to go up by a lot and we won’t make as much money.”

Well, that ended things quickly. I felt like Donald Trump after making a proposal to the editorial team at MSNBC.

I would never be so deluded to say my opinion was completely right, but I thought I did a fair job in making a case that:

- Current takeout rates – the 23 per cent number – were never set by a market, but capriciously.
- Academic journals all show the price of a bet is too high.
- When customers are offered lower takeout, as some have been this century, they move to the better deal, stay engaged, and in many cases bet exponentially more than they ever had in the past.

It was apparently not good enough to foster even a modicum of debate. Twenty-three per cent is what pricing has to be, and that’s that. End of discussion.

Harness racing takeout rates in Pennsylvania (and in fact, all of racing) are the elephant in the room. Any takeout discussion usually ends up in the status quo blanket. Why this tends to occur, in my view, is due to (as we spoke about a few weeks ago in this column) harness racing being in the clutches of a harvesting business strategy.

A harvesting strategy is prevalent in mature businesses, where the decisions are tilted towards maximizing near-term cash flows, and making changes that only straddle a very tight middle ground. Sacrificing market share (top-line revenues), to maximize these short-term revenues is vital to a harvester.

Where this strategy butts heads with the folks who want to explore lower takeout, is that (like my commenter at the conference) immediate returns are asked for. Unfortunately this rarely happens. An often used analogy is that if gas prices go to $10 per gallon tomorrow, people won’t all immediately show up at the local Toyota dealership to trade in their Dodge Ram for a Prius. If takeout rates fall in harness racing, it takes time to show an actionable result.

“I grew up a horseplayer and got to the point where I could pretty well break even. I then discovered sports betting, where a 4.54 per cent cut is considered excessive. Never looked back.”

– Sports bettor on a gambling chat board

However, there is some evidence that – if given time – lower takeout can increase market share, attract betting dollars, and make the sport healthier.

In late 2009, Balmoral Park lowered the takeout on their Pick 4 bet from 25 per cent to 15 per cent. The bet averaged $8,827 in handle in 2009, and in the early months of 2010 it looked like it was the wrong move, because Pick 4 handle was down, not up. As the natives got restless (wanting to reverse course) a funny thing happened. By 2011, the Balmoral Pick 4 pools averaged $23,675, a 168 per cent increase from 2009. By 2015, this number was $33,176, a whopping 275 per cent higher than the last season with the 25 per cent takeout rate.

Revenue (with a crude calculation of the takeout multiplied by the wager amount), increased from $2,206 in 2009, to $4,976 in 2015, per Pick 4. Handle picked up in other pools, as well, and Balmoral had a nice year in 2015, with many days churning over $1 million per card.

“When you see a 4-1 and a 7-2 double pay $26.50 do you think horses are worth playing?”

-Poker professional on a gambling chat board

Now, we can’t get the wrong idea about those sparkling results, because if it was that easy, everyone would be doing it. And it’s important to know that (sadly), Balmoral Park is shuttered, reminding us that the sport is dependent on more than handle alone. But, it’s clear that lower takeout and the
branding and promotion it affords, can work, with some patience. More broadly, and with a longer time frame, Tampa Bay Downs presents a compelling case study.

Back in the 1990’s, Tampa Bay Downs raised their takeout to a whopping 20 per cent on WPS and 28 per cent on all exotics (note that this is lower than many harness tracks, but high for thoroughbred racing). After some time, handle was off 20 per cent and the track was handling only about $500,000 on an entire card.

“This could be a disaster for us,” said then general manager Stephen Baker.

By 2001, after opening up their signal (to some rebate shops, no less) and tweaking the betting menu, things began to improve, and handle rebounded to $1.8 million per day. In almost each year since that time, Tampa Bay decided it would gradually lower takeout on its various bets to try and gain more and more market share. Today, win takeout is no longer 20 per cent, but 17.5 per cent; doubles are not 28 per cent, but 18 per cent; exacta juice dropped from 28 per cent to 20.5 per cent.

Along with a lot of hard work (they do some great things on-track and otherwise) Tampa handle has doubled to about $4 million per day since 2001. Even from the dark days of 2008 — with continual smaller field size, a lower horse population and other maladies that have plagued racing since — Tampa’s handle per horse was $49,000 last season, up about 19 per cent.

“Rake 30 per cent out of a pot and you’ll see how quickly your poker room becomes a ghost town”
— Horseplayer on a chat board

Tampa Bay Downs is going into the second decade of their marginal takeout reductions and the accompanying marketing strategy. Yes, the second decade. Again, there are a lot of components to betting handle, but one thing is for sure, if takeout changes are going to work, you better have more than a six or eight month time horizon.

As Pennsylvania embarks on studying takeout rate changes and their potential, I hope they take heed from what’s happened with those who have come before them. The lessons regarding the history of pricing in the sport of horse racing can shed some light on how, and why, changes can help their tracks’ (and the horsemen’s) bottom line, if done correctly. The theory is important to know, but how that theory works best in practice (especially in racing’s discretionary pricing environment), is something worth studying.

I believe it’s important for us to realize that this is not about bumper stickers, or quick fixes, or day to day handle changes. It’s not some sort of magic sauce. It’s about planning, foresight, testing and patience.

It took a hundred years of increasing prices to chase some of racing’s best customers away, through the drip, drip; like a leaky faucet in an old barn. In 2017, Pennsylvania racing’s brand is arguably at an all-time low in the eyes of the punter. Earning some of those betting dollars back will not happen overnight, and it won’t be easy. But, it’s nice to see a state with some of the highest takeout rates not only in the country, but the world, at least speak about exploring these exciting new possibilities. Everyone in harness racing should wish them well.
Memorable ’08 Meadowlands Pace

In the 2008 Meadowlands Pace, Art Official handed Somebeachsomewhere his lone career loss with an epic performance.

Linda Toscano trained the third-place finisher — Share The Delight. The week before in the July 12 eliminations, the colt gave John Campbell his 10,000th career win.

What else happened in the 2008 Pace final?

Always A Virgin was on the card, too. He was a four-year-old making his sixth start of the year (5-2-0-2). He came off a sophomore season of 20-13-2-2, $1,022,703.

There were six Meadowlands Pace-winning trainers who raced on that card:

Mark Fiord (2000 Gallo Blue Chip); George Teague (2007 Southwind Lynx); Blair Burgess (2001 Real Desire, 1987 Frugal Gourmet); Mark Harder (2004 Holborn Hanover); Brian Magie (1996 Hot Lead); Monte Gelrod (2002 Mach Three).

Bullville Powerful supplemented for $100,000 that year. That money made the difference in Somebeachsomewhere setting the single-season earnings record that still stands ($2.448 million). That means he earned an extra $25,000 for finishing second.

What a Show Campbell has put on

Let’s take a look at some famous third-place finishes at the Meadowlands for John Campbell, the sport’s all-time money-leading driver:

• In the 2008 Meadowlands Pace, Campbell was third with Share The Delight in a race timed in a 1:47 world record.
• He was also third (with Supreme Dynasty) in the richest race ever held, the $2,161,000 Woodrow Wilson in 1984.
• In 1989, in the only dead heat in the Hambletonian in Meadowlands history, Campbell was third with Peace Corps behind Park Avenue Joe and Probe.
• In the third richest race ever — the $1,957,500 Woodrow Wilson in 1982 — Campbell was third with Big Band in a race won by Fortune Teller.
• He was third in three straight Meadowlands Pace finals from 1986-1988 with Amity Chef, Run The Table and Armbro Goal, respectively.
• In the 1983 Haughton final, Campbell was third with Jefs Eternity — the only mare in the field and the only female to ever defeat Cam Fella (April 9 of that year at Freehold). Cam Fella was the Haughton winner on this night. J Ds Buck was second.

Campbell-less Crown

Hoosier Park gearng up for its first ever Breeders Crown, will also be the first Breeders Crown without John Campbell driving in it. Campbell is the only driver to win Breeders Crowns driving in his 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s and 60s.

Odd stat of the day

Somebeachsomewhere earnings before the 2008 Meadowlands Pace career wise and his earnings after:

$1,608,296 BEFORE and $1,613,003 AFTER. He won his first 10 and last 10 races.

Boys and girl

Spellbound Hanover, the dam of Marion Marauder the first Triple Crown winner in a decade, was the only filly to appear
in the 2001 Townsend Ackerman. Her prized son Marion Marauder, now four, will likely meet up on occasion with the top trotting mares in 2017 (Hannelore Hanover, perhaps?)

**Dave Miller’s million-dollar trotting win**

David Miller’s first million-dollar trotting win came in 2000 at the Meadowlands in the Breeders Crown older trot that was carrying a $1 million purse for the first time. Miller won with Magician, a five-year-old gelding by Royal Prestige that was the second choice behind favored Moni Maker — the two-time defending Horse Of The Year. Earl Cruise trained Magician for William Augenstein.

Magician won by open lengths. Moni Maker was second en route to seasonal earnings of $1,200,190. His last four defeats (covering five races) coming into the Crown were at the hands of Rafello Ambrosio, Nikki Cole Cole, Moni Maker and Fools Goal.

Miller was the sixth leading driver for the meet at this point with numbers reading 1,086: 122-140-113 .219 UDR S. Can Miller break through in 2017 with his first Hambletonian victory?

**Commonality**

What do these horses — Best Bizarre, Toroa and Minute Ms — have in common? All were siblings of Niatross and all raced at the Meadowlands trying to duplicate what their brother did.

**Niatross’ 40th birthday**

March 30 is the 40th anniversary of the birth of Niatross. The most dominant horse of his generation — and many others — was born seven months after the Meadowlands opened. Little did anyone at first realize, but he’d win his two biggest purse races in East Rutherford and be the last pacer to be both U.S. Horse of the Year at two and three in either standardbred or thoroughbred racing.

**Soto: all grown up and taking on the Levy**

*The five-year-old pacer, owned in part by Ken Wood, won his first-week Levy test last Saturday.*

_Ken Weingartner / Harness Racing Communications / USTA_

Ken Wood has seen Soto grow up. And now Wood is watching the 5-year-old pacer tangle with the big boys.

Last week, Soto won his first-round division of the George Morton Levy Memorial Pacing Series at Yonkers Raceway. Soto defeated a field that included defending Levy champion Fotowon.
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Bit Of A Legend N, 2014 Levy winner P H Supercam, open stakes winners Wakizashi Hanover and Somewhere In L A, plus world champion Always At My Place.

“It was a privilege to be in the same race with those horses,” said Wood, who owns Soto with Bill Dittmar Jr. and Stephen Iaquinta. “There are a lot of horses better than him, but it’s fun to have him be able to race with them. He’s not the best horse in the world, but he’s decent when he gets it his way a little bit.”

Wood and his partners bought Soto for $40,000 at the Standardbred Horse Sale Mixed Sale in 2015. Since the purchase, Soto has won 17 of 50 races and earned $234,045 in purses. For his career, the stallion has won 21 of 75 starts and banked $345,575.

Soto won only one of his first six races for his new owners, but eventually worked himself up to the preferred/open level of competition at Dover Downs and Yonkers prior to heading to the Levy.

“He didn’t start off with a boom, but he’s gotten a little better all the time,” Wood said about Soto, whose family includes Dan Patch Award-winners Sportswriter and Precocious Beauty. “He was a nice purchase for the money we gave for him.

“When you’re at the sale, you look at all of them. He showed some 26-second last quarters early as a 3-year-old, and if they’re doing that well early on, there’s speed in there. He had a few little problems, but nothing serious. You know they’re supposed to get better as a 4- and 5-year-old. That’s what I go by, anyway.

“I think somebody else helps me raise my hand once in a while. We’re not geniuses, just lucky.”

Wood, who also co-owns 2015 Dan Patch Award-winning older male trotter JL Cruze with Dittmar and Iaquinta, uses the profits from his horses to fund his mission to dig wells for safe drinking water in Africa (full story here). Since starting his Lifetime Wells project in 2006, his group has put in a total of 1,700 wells in Ghana and Tanzania.

“It’s going well,” Wood said. “We’ve got one rig drilling every day with the locals. When I go four times a year I drill in Tanzania myself. I spend three months every year over there.”

It was upon returning from one of his trips that Wood realized Soto had done a lot of growing up following his season as a 3-year-old.

“I’ve never seen a horse grow from (age) 3 to 4, but he’s grown six inches taller,” Wood said. “He was a little bitty fella. I’d been in Africa for a while and when I came back he grew a lot. He’s grown much taller than he was. I’ve never had that experience before when they grow at that age, but he sure did.”

Soto returns to the Levy Series this Saturday, where he will compete in the second of four second-round divisions. Soto, trained by Eric Ell and driven by Matt Kakaley, will start from post two. The field also includes Bit Of A Legend N, Rockin Ron, Mach It So, McWicked, Guantanamo Bay, and Blood Brother.

The third division features two first-round winners — Provocativeprincen and Missile J — while the fourth division includes opening-round winner Long Live Rock. The series has five $50,000 preliminary rounds followed by a $200,000-added final, which is scheduled for April 22.

“Post position helps quite a bit at Yonkers, naturally,” Wood said, referring to high win percentages for horses with inside starting spots on the half-mile oval. “Luck went our way the first race anyway. We’re just hoping he gets checks because we know those other horses are better than he is.”

If Soto keeps enjoying success, though, Wood might no longer be able to say that.

“I hope I have that problem,” Wood said, laughing.

For Saturday’s complete Yonkers card, click here.
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**BREAKING STRIDE**

**Flying Colors by Trey Nosrac**

Our task this week is to re-engineer our harness races to make it easier for spectators and gamblers to follow the action.

Except for those of you blessed with the vision of a Marvel Comic Super hero or those of you with a pair of magic binoculars, at some point during the race you have lost sight of the horse on which you had placed your wager. Maybe you glanced away and then failed to relocate your horse. Maybe you simply have poor vision. Maybe your horse is racing in the pack and drifts in and out of the video feed picture. Maybe snow, rain or fog clouds your vision. Maybe a rabid pal knocks off your spectacles while wildly cheering.

Whatever the reason, it is no fun to play “Where's Waldo” during a horserace.

Ironically, being at the racetrack can make the picture worse. Many a time while watching a County Fair harness race, a good portion of the race takes place behind an infield cluttered with mobile homes, tractors or buildings. Spectators sit in the grandstands waiting for the great re-emergence to occur.

Even at commercial tracks, the back of a racetrack can be a long way from the top of the grandstand or clubhouse. Quick confession, the last time I attended a racetrack, I watched the races and the replays on my iPad, only looking up for the stretch run. As tracks ramp up their presentation with drones and high definition live streaming, we will follow races on our screens.

Though some will argue that it is no fun to play “Where's Waldo” during a horserace. A seven-year-old could suggest this plan.

For our new look, in addition to the traditional number on the colored saddle pad, each driver will don a safety vest that matches the post position colors. The vest will match color co-ordinated wheels on the track-supplied race bike. The driver will wear a helmet of the same color. This seems so simple. If you bet on the number one post, your entry will look like Little Red Riding Hood. Post position three will look like the White Knight. Etc.

In my days at Kent State University, the home of the Golden Flashes, our team would be clad in navy blue jerseys and shocking gold pants. When the Ohio University Bobcats dropped by to pummel us, they would be clad in white jerseys and white pants. This enabled identification when large clumps of players collided.

Imagine what a confusing jumble a football game would be if each player wore an individual uniform. If you think about a harness race, this jumble is part of our picture. Our customers, on track, off track, or in Timbuktu could follow races more clearly if the horse they favor is one color from head to hoof. This visual clue would make harness racing an improved product.

You may notice that I slipped the phrase “track-supplied race bike” into a previous paragraph. This, in my opinion would be a bonus asset in this colorful reconfiguration of our sport. Factoring in equipment is complicated territory for bettors, trainers and owners. We scratch our heads and wonder if the driver is using a “Super Swooper Bike” or if a “Super Swooper Bike” is of slight benefit.

A few hardcore people may like this intrigue, but when Trey lays down some cheese, he prefers a fair race and that each race bike be indental. He does not want to guess whether or not a bike gives a horse an advantage. Standardized, track-supplied race bikes would keep each racing stable from chasing the latest and greatest and from hauling race bikes from racetrack to racetrack.

The new look and standardization of race bikes would take little effort to implement. Participants and customers would make the adjustment. Yes, it is different. A few individuals will have a different slant, but we need changes to freshen a stale look. What stops changes like this?

Color Trey perplexed. Color the drivers and sulkies the same.

**CLICK HERE To Share This Story**
Penpal and trainer, driver and co-owner Patrick Lachance.

Will this be a breakout year for Penpal?

Patrick Lachance said he is hoping for big things from his four-year-old pacing mare.

by Ken Weingartner/Harness Racing Communications/USTA

Penpal is yet to come up with a statement win so far in her career, but the now 4-year-old pacing mare has done plenty to enhance her bank statements through two seasons of racing.

A daughter of stallion American Ideal out of the stakes-winning mare Copywriter, Penpal has won four of 28 career races, but earned $288,639 lifetime for owners Patrick Lachance and M&M Harness Racing thanks to picking up checks in 25 of those starts. Penpal, who finished second in two qualifiers this month, is in the fourth race (post seven) tonight at the Meadowlands Racetrack.

“She qualified well,” said Lachance, who also trains and regularly drives Penpal. “We'll see it how it goes and take it week to week. If she's real good we'll try her in a few stakes and see what happens. She was very good last year and came back bigger and stronger. She seems like she matured quite a bit. I hope to see good things from her this year.”

Penpal won two of 17 races last year and earned $204,288. She finished second to two-time Dan Patch Award-winner Pure Country in the Matron Stakes for 3-year-old filly pacers and second to Blue Moon Stride in the Mistletoe Shalee. Penpal, who possesses a strong finishing kick, was in contention in numerous stakes last season, but ran into a deep group of fillies that included multiple-stakes-winners Pure Country, Blue Moon Stride, Darlinoonthebeach, Call Me Queen Be, and L A Delight and Newborn Sassy.

“I was happy with her,” Lachance said. “She held her own and made some decent money.

“Speed is her best tool, but she's tough to manage. She gets really hot and she's not easy to drive. But she's very fast.”

Penpal is a full-sister to Capital Account, a winner on the New York Sire Stakes circuit and runner-up to Always B Miki in a division of the 2014 Tattersalls Pace. Penpal was purchased for $65,000 at the 2014 Lexington Selected Sale and her family includes past Lachance star Image Of Dawn.

“I've been with that family and had luck with it,” Lachance said. “Her page caught my eye and when I saw her, I liked her. We took a shot at her. She showed ability right off the bat.”

With only four wins to her credit, Penpal still fits in conditioned classes, which will enable Lachance to ease the mare into competition this year. Lachance bypassed the ongoing Blue Chip Matchmaker Series at Yonkers because Penpal is less handy on a half-mile oval.

“She's too big and she runs in pretty good,” Lachance said. “Maybe in the future sometime, but I certainly didn't want to start her (year) on a half-mile track.

“It's a transition year, and that's why I got her ready a little bit earlier. I wanted to give her some overnights and see what she's about. We didn't want to bring her right into that competition. She's only got four lifetime wins, so she fits non-winners of five. That leaves her some nice options.”

If all goes well this spring, Lachance will send Penpal to chase her first major stakes victory later in the year. Penpal is staked to events including the Graduate Series, Betsy Ross, Golden Girls, and Lady Liberty.

“It would have been nice to get a big win last year, but it didn't happen,” Lachance said. “I think that she will (go with the best mares this year). She's got some options to do some decent stuff.”
Ryan Stahl scored the 4,000th win of his career aboard This Baby Rocks in Northfield Park's sixth race on Monday (March 20) by firing off the gate and fending off all challengers.

This Baby Rocks maintained a nose advantage over his closest rival at the wire, pacing his mile in 1:54.2.

Stahl's richest win came in a $100,000 Ohio Sire Stakes Final and he has won six Sire Stakes Finals. The native of Republic, OH rates the most exciting horse he has ever driven as being Hypnotic Blue Chip, in the 2011 Battle of Lake Erie.

"It was an honor to drive a world-class horse like him," said Stahl.

The 39-year-old Stahl remembers his first win as being aboard a trotting filly named Lojos Sharp Baby, at the Oak Harbor (Ohio) Fairgrounds.

"That win came about a week after I got my license."

With 4,000 to choose from, Stahl says that his most memorable win came aboard Podges Lady, in the 2012 edition of the Courageous Lady.

"It is a signature race here at Northfield and it really meant a lot," Stahl said.

Ryan started driving at the age of 14 and appreciates his success so far; accomplishing the 4,000-win milestone and having driven the winners of nearly $15.5 million.

Stahl has been married for almost two years to Nichole.

The couple has two children, a son Owen, and daughter Sonny. The family resides on an 80-acre farm in Republic, OH and trains a stable of 12 horses.

"Nichole is simply the best and does so much to keep our family, horses and farm going," said Stahl. "I am only able to come to the track and drive on a nightly basis because of what she does to manage everything with our stable and family."

"It was an honor to drive a world-class horse like him," said Stahl.

The 39-year-old Stahl remembers his first win as being aboard a trotting filly named Lojos Sharp Baby, at the Oak Harbor (Ohio) Fairgrounds.

"That win came about a week after I got my license."

With 4,000 to choose from, Stahl says that his most memorable win came aboard Podges Lady, in the 2012 edition of the Courageous Lady.

"It is a signature race here at Northfield and it really meant a lot," Stahl said.

Ryan started driving at the age of 14 and appreciates his success so far; accomplishing the 4,000-win milestone and having driven the winners of nearly $15.5 million.

Stahl has been married for almost two years to Nichole.

Bamond trainees bring experience to Yonkers series

Since taking over the training of his father's Bamond Racing Stable two years ago, Jeff Bamond Jr. has reached the sport's greatest heights. His starters have won a host of Grand Circuit stakes across the country and have achieved overnight success at Yonkers Raceway.

Last year, Bamond finished fourth in the Yonkers trainer standings with 98 victories and $2,118,162 in purses earned.

Despite his success, the 32-year-old maintains a humble attitude.

"I've been blessed. I have a good opportunity and I'm fortunate to make the most of it," he said. "There's not much I can say about it. I've been very blessed and not a lot of people have that opportunity."

Three of Bamond's biggest stars will be on display this weekend at Yonkers. Krispy Apple will start in tonight's second leg of the Blue Chip Matchmaker Series while Mach It So and P H Supercam are set to race in Saturday's George Morton Levy Series second leg.

Krispy Apple made her first start of the season March 10 when she finished seventh in the $50,000 filly and mare open handicap from post position eight. While she didn't make an impression, Bamond felt the start was valuable.

"I think you always get something out of it. Unfortunately when you get fractions that let really good mares come home in 27 seconds, you're not really going to go anywhere when you're seven or eight lengths away. It can help you when you finally do draw inside," he said.

Krispy Apple is nine, and last week began contesting the Matchmaker Series for the sixth consecutive year. She won the $75,000 consolation as a 4-year-old in 2012 and has made the final every year since. While her work in the series has been strong, luck has worked against the earner of $1.86 million. In her four tries in the Matchmaker final, she's started from posts eight, seven, five, and six.

"It's about time she gets lucky at some point," Bamond said. "Maybe this will be her year. Some of these horses, the series
takes a lot out of them. That’s the hardest part about the series. It’s so hard to make the final, but then when you get there, you have to make sure you have some horse left.”

Krispy Apple concluded her 2016 campaign December 16 and enjoyed a month-long break from training. The easy-going daughter of Western Ideal out of Apple Krisp trained back as willingly as ever ahead of her first start.

“There’s not much to her in a sense. She’s pretty low maintenance and does a good job of taking care of herself. You wouldn’t know she’s even there,” Bamond said. “She jogs pretty much every day and trains once or twice a week. She’s pretty easy to bring back.”

Last week, Krispy Apple finished fifth behind Mach It A Par and Bedroomconfessions in the first leg of the Matchmaker. While she started from post seven and was 10-and-a-quarter lengths behind at the quarter, Krispy Apple closed with a :27 final quarter to finish just three-and-a-quarter lengths back. She earned five points for her finish and another 25 for starting, bringing her point total to 30.

This week, Krispy Apple is set for a rematch with Bedroomconfessions and she finally drew a post position she can work with. She’ll start from post three as a 7-2 morning line while Bedroomconfessions is 9-5 from the pylons. Brett Miller will drive Krispy Apple for the second straight week.

“(Brett Miller) was willing to come over. He’s done a really good job in the last couple years with some stakes horses,” Bamond said of his choice of driver. “Jason (Bartlett) had a real big drive in Mach It A Par; I knew that would be risky whether we would get him or not because that mare has been really good. I figured you might as well bring somebody in and maybe it will work out.

“Hopefully she can get away somewhere good. Whatever Brett wants do, whether he leaves, or not, either way she should be a lot closer this week than before. Hopefully it works out in that regard.”

Bamond will send out Mach It So and P H Supercam in Saturday night’s second and third division of the Levy, respectively. Mach It So is in his third year of Levy competition and like his stablemate, has bad luck at the draw of the final. The past three years, the $1.7 million-earning son of Mach Three has started from post seven twice. The other time, he drew post eight.

Mach It So made his first start of the season in last week’s series opener. He finished third beaten a neck while chasing the streaking ProvocativeprinceN and Rockin Ron.

“I thought he was good. There was definitely some sharp horses that finished first and second. They had raced a couple more times,” Bamond said of the competition. “I was happy with him. I though he finished up good.”

Although Mach It So had two qualifiers to prepare for his seasonal debut, Bamond says there’s no substitute for the real thing. He expects Mach It So to race even better this week.

“I think a lot of times you see horses qualify even three times and sometimes you’ll see horses go a really fast qualifier, like 1:50. In their first start, they still look like they need a start. I don’t think you can really duplicate a race whether you qualify once, twice, three times, or whatever it is,” he reasoned.

Mach It So is the 5-2 favorite in his Levy division and will employ the services of regular driver Tim Tetrack. From post four, he will start just to the outside of his main rivals, including last year’s champion Bit Of A Legend, Soto, winner of a Levy division last week, and Rockin Ron.

“He’s in with some good horses again. Obviously it’s a tough series. You’re always going to get one or two really good horses and the rest are competitive too,” Bamond said. “I think he can do anything Timmy wants. He can leave, he can come off the pace. That’s what I think it’s the best thing for him, he can make a game plan as he goes along there. He’s a little bit of a trip horse in the sense that I think Timmy will try to find a good trip for him. If you want to get a good trip, Tim’s a good man to get.”

While Krispy Apple and Mach It So represent his best chances, Bamond will also send out one of the stable’s veterans, 10-year-old P H Supercam, in the third Levy division Saturday night. The son of Million Dollar Cam is a 53-time winner from 213 starts. His victory in the 2014 Levy Series Final contributed to his $1.5 million bankroll.

“I think maybe age is catching up to him a little bit, but I felt like we owed it to him to put him in there just because I know he’s been so good in there,” Bamond said, alluding to P H Supercam’s recent form. The gelding is winless in nine starts this year, but looks to turn the tables this week with a favorable draw. Still, he’s a 15-1 outsider on the morning line.

“He didn’t have a good post last week. He’d been leaving out of there a couple weeks in a row. I wanted to give him another shot to come off the pace and see if he can regain what he does best, which is chase down some horses.”

Tonight’s card at Yonkers features three divisions of the Blue Chip Matchmaker series while Saturday’s card features four Levy divisions. First post time is 7:10 p.m. each night.

— Brandon Valvo for the SOA of NY
Mac Lilley named to Wall of Fame

The Raceway at Western Fair District in London, ON has announced that long time horseman/owner/breeder Mac Lilley will be this year’s inductee into its Wall of Fame.

Lilley, who owns and operates his farm just west of London, dove into the business in the early 1970s with the purchase of his first stallion, Zip Tar, and has not looked back. Since then, his farm has stood some 47 stallion including Super Wave, Springfield, Bo Knows Jake, Whosurboy, Rambaran and Warrawee Needy.

Lilley was one of the first to offer a version of fractional ownership in the ’70s and also leased and operated the Hawkinsville Training Centre in Georgia for 12 years in the late 1980s.

Mac and his wife Ann have five sons and a daughter, 17 grandchildren and 18 great grandchildren, most of whom are involved in the family farm in one way or another.

He will be inducted into The Raceway’s Wall of Fame during a ceremony at the track on Friday, May 12. That night will also feature the annual Wall of Fame Pace.

—— Western Fair

Big M to have NTRA handicapping qualifier

Meadowlands Racing & Entertainment will provide horseplayers with one of their first opportunities to qualify for the 2018 NTRA National Horseplayers Championship (NHC) presented by Racetrack Television Network, STATS Race Lens and Treasure Island with a qualifying event on Saturday, March 25. The Meadowlands qualifier will offer three guaranteed seats to the NHC.

The Meadowlands qualifier requires a $400 buy-in, with $200 going towards each player’s bankroll and $200 going towards the event’s prize pool. Players can purchase multiple entries.

Contestants must wager on a minimum of 10 races from their choice of Gulfstream, Aqueduct, and/or Oaklawn with a $20 win minimum per wager.

The top three finishers will earn seats to the 2018 NHC Final in Las Vegas. They must be NHC Tour members to qualify for the NHC Final.

For complete tournament information and details, visit MeadowlandsRacetrack.com.

—— Justin Horowitz / Meadowlands media relations manager

Two preferreds Saturday at WEG

It doesn’t happen regularly, so fans and horseplayers are in for a treat when a double dose of preferred action highlights Saturday night’s card at Woodbine Racetrack.

The $34,000 preferred pace (Race 6) and $30,000 mares preferred pace (Race 2) will give everyone a chance to see many of the top pacers on the Woodbine Entertainment circuit on the same night.

American Virgin, a five-year-old gelded son of Always A Virgin, will attempt to extend his current win streak to three in the preferred. The Richard Moreau trainee has won the top class at Woodbine five-times this season.

American Virgin has banked $106,080 this season to lead all Canadian-based horses in earnings. Doug McNair, the leading driver at Woodbine, will steer the 9-5 morning line choice from post-three.

One of the newer faces on the WEG Circuit is New Zealand-bred pacer Brilliant Strike. The Tony O’Sullivan trained six-year-old will take his first crack at the top class from post-six.

A son of Shadow Play, Brilliant Strike scored his first win in the Northern Hemisphere last week by winning the class below the preferred in 1:51.4.

The O’Sullivan trainee will be making his fifth start on
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Canadian soil Saturday and will have the driving services of Sylvain Filion. Brilliant Strike N last start in New Zealand took place in late-November.

Of the eight horses in Saturday's preferred, six of them (Alexas Jackpot, American Virgin, Andreios Kardia, Jins Shark, Company Man and Nickle Bag) have won an edition of the Preferred in the last four-months.

The $30,000 mares preferred will feature a field of seven leading ladies.

Ron Adams trainee Bernadette has been arguably one of the hottest pacers this season at Woodbine and the four-year-old will look for her second consecutive mares preferred score.

Bernadette made a backstretch move to the lead in last week's feature event and never looked back en route to a 1:52 victory. She has won four of nine starts this season, with last week's triumph her first in the mares preferred.

Top driver McNair will once again drive Bernadette on Saturday, but the mare will have to fight off some classy veterans.

Nine-year-old Waasmula has been a mainstay in this class for years and will be looking for her 32nd career victory Saturday. The Brent Vincent homebred surpassed $1 million in career earnings earlier this season and won an edition of the mares preferred last month.

Trained by Bruce Goit and driven by regular reinsman Trevor Henry, Waasmula will start in the middle of the seven-horse field from post four.

The seven mares in Saturday's $30,000 event have combined for 15 wins this season.

Here is the list of preferred and mares preferred winners from this season:

**Preferred Pace (bold indicates racing on Saturday)**
- January 7: Alexas Jackpot
- January 14: Modern Legend
- January 21: American Virgin
- January 28: Fine Diamond
- February 4: Jins Shark
- February 11: American Virgin
- February 18: Nickle Bag
- February 25: American Virgin
- March 4: American Virgin
- March 11: Company Man
- March 18: American Virgin

**Mares Preferred Pace (bold indicates racing on Saturday)**
- January 13: Ms Mac N Cheese
- January 21: Sandbetweenurtoes
- January 27: Sandbetweenurtoes
- February 3: Sandbetweenurtoes
- February 24: Waasmula
- March 3: Wrangler Magic
- March 10: Wrangler Magic
- March 17: Bernadette

Here are the fields for Saturday’s feature races:

**Race 2: Mares Preferred - $30,000**
1. Bernadette (Doug McNair – Ron Adams) 5-2
2. Victoria Semalu (Sylvain Filion – Richard Moreau) 6-1
3. P L Hurricane (Rick Zeron – Dave Brown) 7-2
4. Waasmula (Trevor Henry – Bruce Goit) 3-1
5. Exhilarated (Jonathan Drury – Carmen Auciello) 8-1
6. Rock N Roll Xample (Louis Philippe Roy – Rene Allard) 5-1
7. Request For Parole (Ed Hensley – Ashleigh Hensley) 10-1

**Race 6: Preferred - $34,000**
1. Alexas Jackpot (Louis Philippe Roy – Marty Fine) 7-2
2. JJs Delivery (James MacDonald – Robert McMillan) 10-1
4. Andreios Kardia (Jody Jamieson – Jeff Byron) 6-1
5. Jins Shark (Ed Hensley – Dave Menary) 15-1
6. Brilliant Strike N (Sylvain Filion – Tony O’Sullivan) 5-1
7. Company Man (Travis Cullen – Richard Moreau) 10-1
8. Nickle Bag (Trevor Henry – Bill Robinson) 9-2

Post time Saturday is 7:30 p.m.

— Mark McKelvie / WEG standardbred communications

**Big M open early Saturday for Dubai World Cup**

The Meadowlands Racetrack and Winners Off-Track Wagering in Bayonne will open at 8:30 a.m. on Saturday for the simulcast of the Dubai World Cup card at Meydan Racecourse.

The world’s richest race card features purses of $30 million headlined by the $10 million Dubai World Cup. American star Arrogate is the main attraction off his dominating wins in the Travers, Breeders Cup Classic, and Pegasus World Cup.

Post time for the Dubai World Cup is scheduled for 12:45 p.m.

— Justin Horowitz / Meadowlands media relations manager
**RACE RESULTS**

**DOVER DOWNS report**

**Tuesday's Results:**

1. **Dismissal** (m, 4, Western Terror—Her Mattjesty, by Matt's Scooter) O-Ctc Stable. B-Seize The Day Industries. T-Douglas Lewis. D-Corey Callahan, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 23-12-2-1, $94,790


**Wednesday's Results:**

1. **1- dismissing** (m, 4, Western Terror—Her Mattjesty, by Matt's Scooter) O-Ctc Stable. B-Seize The Day Industries. T-Douglas Lewis. D-Corey Callahan, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 23-12-2-1, $94,790


**Thursday's Results:**

1. **1-Fashion Bythebeach** (g, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Don'tknocktherock, by Rocknroll Hanover), $125,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-David D Miller. B-John A Carver & Kenneth W Duffy & Ronald C Michelon. T-Vince Copeland. D-Vince Copeland, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 40-7-6-6, $93,425

2. **2-Somewhereonthebeach** (g, 6, Crazed--Givemearing, by Yankee Glide), $27,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-Chris Cissman-Biern. B-George & Tina Dennis Racing. T-Jospeh Colombo. D-George Dennis, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 23-12-2-1, $94,790


4. **4-Fashionbybeach** (g, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Don'tknocktherock, by Rocknroll Hanover), $125,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-David D Miller. B-John A Carver & Kenneth W Duffy & Ronald C Michelon. T-Vince Copeland. D-Vince Copeland, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 40-7-6-6, $93,425

5. **5-Somewhereonthebeach** (g, 6, Crazed--Givemearing, by Yankee Glide), $27,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-Chris Cissman-Biern. B-George & Tina Dennis Racing. T-Jospeh Colombo. D-George Dennis, $7,500, Lifetime Record: 23-12-2-1, $94,790


**TO WATCH THE RACE REPLAY:**

1. Click here.
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8, DD, $27,500, P, DELAWARE Special Handicap Post Position No. 7 Assigned, 26.4, 56.1, 1:23.2, 1:50.3, FT
2-Captive Audience (h, 7, Art Major--Captive Island, by Western Hanover), $95,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Douglas W Lewis & AL F Carter. B-Perretti Farms. T-Douglas Lewis. D-Corey Callahan, $6,875

Calls: 6, 3, 1T, T - Finish Order: Sweet Rock, Poisonous, Remember Me V, Im Supersonic A

To watch the race replay click here

10, DD, $30,000, P, Open Preferred Handicap Post Positions 1 thru 5 Drawn Post Positions 6 & 7 Assigned, 270, 55.2, 1:22.3, 1:49.4, FT
1-Majuro Uptrend (g, 6, Somebeachsomewhere--Tricky Toshie, by Rumpus Hanover), $177,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Mildred B Ventriglio. B-Renée J Bercury. T-Art Stafford Jr. D-Art Stafford Jr., $10,000, Lifetime Record: 131-33-23-24, $1,060,520
2-Bushwacker (g, 6, Rocknroll Hanover--Dolphins Can Talk, by Camluck), $135,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Henderson Farms. B-Black Horse Breeding. T-Chris Ryder. D-Montrell Teague, $7,500

Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 2, 1 - Finish Order: Star Messenger, Jet Airway, Limelight Beach, Rockeyed Optimist

To watch the race replay click here

11, DD, $15,500, P, HORSES/COLTS/GELDINGS 5 Year Olds & Under Non Winners $100,001 Lifetime, 270, 55.0, 1:23.0, 1:50.4, FT
1-All The Cookies (g, 4, Rocknroll Hanover--Queen Otra, by Artsplace), $30,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-Richard J Stansbury. B-White Birch Farm. T-Kenneth Mitchell. D-Yannick Gingras, $7,750, Lifetime Record: 33-10-2-5, $103,205
2-Tip It On Back (g, 5, Rockin Image--Yasmeen Blue Chip, by Western Hanover), $9,000 2013 IN-PREM O-Elizabeth Y Brittingham. B-Birnam Wood Farms & Concord Stud Farm LLC. T-Donald Brittingham. D-Breit Brittingham, $4,650

3-velocity Stiffer (g, 4, Art’s Chip--Stipple Hanover, by Western Hanover) O-L L Stables. B-Velocity Standardbreds. T-Trish Foulk. D-Tim Tetrick, $1,860

Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1H, H - Finish Order: White Rolls, Black Is Back, Sonny At The Beach, Time Out I’m Tired, See You Tuesday, Denslow Hanover

To watch the race replay click here

MIAMI VALLEY report

Tuesday’s Results:
9, MVR, $22,000, T, OPEN, 27.2, 56.1, 1:25.1, 1:54.4, FT
1-Pine Dream (g, 5, Pinetucky--Kasha Hanover, by Muscles Yankee) O-Marvin J Raber. B-Oakwood Farms. T-Chris McGuire. D-Trace Tetrick, $11,000, Lifetime Record: 56-13-6-6, $86,196
3-He’s Got Pizazz (g, 5, Jailhouse Jesse--She’s Not Red, by Emile Angus), $8,500 2013 IN-PREM O-Last Laugh LLC. B-Bron E Anderson & Scott B Morgan & William Jeff Johnson II. T-Randy Owens. D-Josh Sutton, $2,640

Calls: 4, 3, 2, 1H, H - Finish Order: Dount Rush, Boffin, Elin, Walter White, Final Breath

Replay unavailable

THE MEADOWS report

Monday’s Results:
4, Mea, $20,000, P, **PREFERRED HANDICAP** PP.1-3 DRAWN; 4-8 DRAWN, 26.2, 55.2, 1:23.0, 1:50.4, FT
3-Heavenly Knox (g, 6, The Panderosa--Mystic Tiger N, by Mystical Shark) O-Wolf Creek Farm. B-Bell Valley Farms Inc. T-John Zawistowski. D-Jim Pantaleano, $2,400

Calls: 1H, 1H, 1H, 1H, 1Q - Finish Order: Lincolnjames, Purdy Sam, Kingofthejungle, Believeinthespirit, Gokudo Hanover

To watch the race replay click here
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8, Mea, $20,000, P, *F&M PREFERRED HANDICAP* P.1-4 DRAWN; 5-7 DRAWN, 25.3, 54.4, 1:22.3, 1:52.1, FT
1-Rockin Rum Springa (m, 4, Rockin Image--Deferred Comp, by Towners Big Guy) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver Brussemi LLC. B-Faron D Parr. T-Ron Burke. D-Eric Goodell, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 43-13-8-3, $185,611
2-Dime A Dance (m, 4, Roll With Joe--Hat Dance Hanover, by Western Hanover) O-Frank T Poerio Jr. B-Eugene Kurzrok & Richard H Taylor & Stephen G Springer. T-Doug Snyder. D-Mike Wilder, $5,000
3-Southwind Roulette (m, 5, Somebeachsomewhere--Southwind Rio, by Artsplace), $30,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Frank T Poerio Jr. T-Doug Snyder. D-Brent Holland, $13,500, Lifetime Record: 43-13-8-3, $185,611

**To watch the race replay click here**

Wednesday's Results:

1, Mea, $18,000, T, *W/O $10,000 LIFE/PREFERRED HANDICAP* P.1:2 DRAWN; 3-6 DRAWN, 28.3, 57.2, 1:26.2, 1:55.0, FT
1-Tricky Nick (g, 5, Band's Gold Chip--Broader Ambition, by Broadway Hall), $2,600 2013 ILL-CL O-Thomas G Mattingly. T-Richard Perfido. D-Jim Pantealeano, $9,000, Lifetime Record: 71-20-8-7, $164,754
2-Angels Ransom (g, 6, Revenue S--Queen Of Angels, by Valley Victory) O-Keith J Pippi & Thomas J Pollack. B-Michael D Andrew. T-Michael Dowdall, D-Dan Rawlings, $4,500
3-Cantab Lindy (g, 9, Cantab Hall--Lindy N Caviar, by Sj's Caviar) O-Brent M Davis. B-K R Breeding LLC. T-Brent Davis. D-Mike Wilder, $2,400

Calls: 2H, 1H, 2H, H, H - Finish Order: Show Runner, Sprayer, Broadway Hall, Seeyouatthefinish

**To watch the race replay click here**

**WOODBINE report**

Monday's Results:

1, Wdb, $20,000, T, NW 4 (FM 6) RACES OR $95,000 LIFETIME, 27.3, 58.4, 1:27.2, 1:55
1-Sergeant Seelster (b,g,5 - Holiday Road-Self Desire-Self Possessed) O-Jack Wray B-Seeelster Farms Inc T-Jack Wray D-Trevor Henry, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 26-16-1-0, $80,246
2-Honor Above All (b,g,4 - Muscles Yankee-Honorable Daughter-Malabar Man) O-Santo Vena, Nunzio Vena, Claude Hamel, Benoit Baillargen B-Valley High Stable T-Benoit Baillargen D-Mario Baillargen

**To watch the race replay click here**

Sunday's Results:

2, YR, $27,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF 6 P-M RACES OR $60,000 LIFETIME. 3,4 & 5 YEAR OLD'S, 29.0, 59.4, 1:28.3, 1:58.3, FT
3-Nebraska Jack (g, 4, Cantab Hall--Enjoy N My Lady, by Enjoy Lavec), $30,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-Eric K Good & Gary P Simpson. B-Robert Rosenheim Stbs LTD. T-Traci Berry. D-Pat Berry, $3,240

Calls: 1Q, 1T, 2H, 3Q, H - Finish Order: Elusive Action, Don Lindy, Dewy Don't Cheat, Yolo Lindy, Inukchuk Chuck

**To watch the race replay click here**

**YONKERS report**

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here
3, YR, $68,000, T, OPEN, I, 29.1, 1:28.1, 1:57.0, 2:27.1, FT
1-Aggressive (g, 6, Kadabra--Sweet Janet, by Balanced Image), $24,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Gilbert Garcia-Owen. B-Jonas L Schlabach. T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera. D-Mark Macdonald, $34,000, Lifetime Record: 88-14-10-6, $277,471

2-Lady's Dude (g, 6, Victory Sam--Lady's Star by Hi Noon Star) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC & Johnny E Yoder. B-Buane M Lowe. T-Ron Burke. D-George Brennan, $17,000


To watch the race replay click here

4, YR, $44,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF $25,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS, I, 28.4, 1:28.3, 1:57.4, 2:27.1, FT
1-Buen Cmino (g, 5, Cash Hall--Baby Bella, by Raffaello Ambrosio) O-Purple Haze Stables LLC. B-Ernest H Martinez II & Wcb Racing Stable. T-Trond Smedshammer. D-George Brennan, $22,000, Lifetime Record: 29-10-4-7, $429,801

2-Rules Of The Road (m, 5, Muscle Hill--Right On Renee, by Andover Hall), $12,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Arden Homestead Stable & Janice Connor. B-Diamond Creek Farm LLC. T-Chuck Connor Jr. D-Jordan Stratton, $11,000


To watch the race replay click here

5, YR, $40,400, T, NON-WINNERS OF 8 P-M RACES OR $80,000 LIFETIME. 3,4,5 & 6 YEAR OLDS, I, 1:29.1, 1:29.0, 1:58.2, 2:28.3, FT
1-Zette Starlet (m, 4, Credit Winner--Scottish Starlet, by Angus Hall), $12,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Cozette M Mccavoy. B-W J Donovan. T-Cozette Mccavoy. D-Tim Tetrick, $20,200, Lifetime Record: 40-7-10-2, $176,294

To watch the race replay click here

6, YR, $39,200, T, NON-WINNERS OF $20,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS, I, 28.4, 1:28.2, 1:57.3, 2:27.4, FT

2-Money Maven (g, 8, Revenue S--The Raven, by Sierra Kosmos), $2,200 2010 NJ-CL O-Kapildeo Singh. B-Perretti Farms. T-Julie Miller. D-Andy Miller, $9,800


Calls: 5, 2T, 1Q, 1Q - Finish Order: Dewycolorintehline, Second Sister, Andy Ray, Brooklyn Bond, Get To Doin It, Luminosity, On The Podium

To watch the race replay click here

7, YR, $34,400, T, NON-WINNERS OF $15,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $50,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE. OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $30,000, I, 29.2, 1:28.2, 1:57.1, 2:27.1, FT


3-Fashion Creditor (g, 5, Credit Winner--Bon Voyage, by Dream Vacation) O-Joseph E Smith. B-Standardbred Equities LLC. T-Tom Fanning. D-George Brennan, $4,128

Calls: H, 1Q, 1Q, 1H, 4H - Finish Order: Stormont Kate, Soul Train, Pine Tab, Raise The Curtain, Gonna Fly, Tober, Tesaco Du Pont

To watch the race replay click here

8, YR, $29,600, T, NON-WINNERS OF $10,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $100,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE. OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $20,000 AE. 3,4 & 5 YEAR OLD NON-WINNERS OF $100,000 LIFETIME., I, 30.3, 1:30.4, 2:00.3, 2:29.4, FT
1-Madhatter Bluechip (g, 5, Muscle Hill--Fraulien Bluestone, by Angus Hall), $67,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Thomas G Milici. B-Blue Chip Bloodstock Inc. T-Thomas Milici. D-Jason Bartlett, $14,800, Lifetime Record: 39-11-3-1, $103,864

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here

A LEXINGTON SUCCESS STORY.

This winner was sold at the Lexington Yearling Sale.

2-Platoon Seelster (g, 5, Federal Flex--Personal Hanover, by Yankee Glide), $6,500 2013 FOREST O-Jesmeral Stable. B-Seelster Farms Inc, CA. T-Monique Cohen. D-Jeff Gregory, $7,400

3-Caulfield (g, 5, Kadabra--Misty Ridge, by Tom Ridge), $20,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-Synerco Ventures Inc, CA. B-Jeffery E Ruch, CA & Todd A Macdonnell, CA. T-Andrew Harris. D-Matt Kakeya, $3,552

Calls: 1T, 1H, 1H, 2, 4H - Finish Order: Chipp's Lake, I'm Fabulous, Pridecrest, Northern Obsession, For You Almostfree, I Luv Blackhawked, Windsong Illusion

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here

A RECENT TATTERSALLS MIXED SALE GRADUATE!

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here

To watch the race replay click here
RA C E  R E S U LT S

9, YR, $29,600, T, NON-WINNERS OF $10,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $100,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE: OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $20,000 AE. 3,4,5 YEAR OLD  NON-WINNERS OF $100,000 LIFETIME. 1,291,1,282,2,1582,2,292,FT  
2-Sumatra (g, 6, Muscles Yankee--Lola Seelster, by Credit Winner), $9,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Joseph E Smith. B-Perretti Farms & Black Horse Racing. T-Tom Fanning. D-Jordan Stratton, $7,400  

To watch the race replay click here

10, YR, $27,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF 6 P-M RACES OR $60,000 LIFETIME. 3,4,5 YEAR OLDS, 28,3, 59,0, 1:27,4, 1:57,0,  
1-Tight Lines (g, 4, Yankee Glide--Ilia, by Windsong's Legacy), $45,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Jeff Gregory Inc & Jesmeral Stable & William H Richardson. B-Paul E & Paul F & Josephine F Spears. T-Jeff Gregory. D-Jeff Gregory, $13,500, Lifetime Record: 18-6-3-1, $125,056  

To watch the race replay click here

11, YR, $27,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF 6 P-M RACES OR $60,000 LIFETIME. 3,4,5 YEAR OLDS, 29,3, 1,00,0, 1:28,3, 1:57,3,  
1-Mostinterestingman (g, 4, Manofmanymissions--No Sugar Tonight, by Angus Hall) O-Burke Racing Stable LLC & Weaver Bruscemi LLC. B-Lisa C Demetrious, CA. T-Ron Burke. D-George Brennan, $13,500, Lifetime Record: 26-6-5-3, $75,139  

To watch the race replay click here

Monday's Results:  
1, YR, $17,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF 2 P-M RACES OR $20,000 LIFETIME. 3,4,5 YEAR OLD FILLIES & MARES, 29,2, 59,4, 1:29,1, 1:58,2, FT  
1-Amateur Hour (f, 3, Rock N Roll Heaven--Watercolor Hanover, by Art Major), $52,000 2015 SHS-HBG O-Fred Wallace & Camelot Stable Inc & Kenneth E Jacobs. B-Old Block Stables Inc & Kenneth H Klein. T-Linda Toscano. D-Scott Zeron, $8,500, Lifetime Record: 14-2-4-0, $24,615  

To watch the race replay click here
4, YR, $20,000, P, PETTICOAT SERIES 3 & 4 YEAR OLD FILLIES & MARES 3RD LEG 1ST DIVISION, 27.2, 57.0, 1:25.4, 1:54.1, FT
1-Cousin Mary (m, 4, Camluck–Chianti Seelster, by Modern Art), $10,000 2014 CAN-YS O-Jeffrey Williamson, CA. B-Seelster Farms Inc, CA. T-Andrew Harris. D-Jordan Stratton, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 24-10-7-2, $86,543

5, YR, $20,000, P, PETTICOAT SERIES 3 & 4 YEAR OLD FILLIES & MARES 3RD LEG 2ND DIVISION, 28.3, 58.1, 1:27.0, 1:55.4, FT
1-Rei's Star Cross (m, 4, Cheyenne Rei–Albercross, by Albert Albert) O-Stephen H Davis. B-Joseph F Harris & Thomas C Dawson & Susan Kay Harris. T-Rob Harmon. D-Jim Marohn Jr, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 32-7-7-5, $48,903

7, YR, $16,500, T, NON-WINNERS OF $7,500 IN LAST 5 STARTS OWNERS OVER $75,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE, OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $15,000, 29.0, 59.2, 1:28.1, 1:58.0, FT
1-Wild Smile (g, 7, Crazed–C'est Chez, by S J's Photo), $12,000 2011 SHS-HBG O-Calabrese Farms LLC. B-Fair Winds Farm Inc. T-Shae Vandervort. D-Jordan Stratton, $8,250, Lifetime Record: 110-18-10-18, $160,108

2-Silver Credit (m, 7, Muscles Yankee--Credit Review, by Credit Winner) O-Shari Watchman. B-Wcb Racing Stable. T-Karen Garland. D-Steve Smith, $4,125

3-Sixteen Mikes (g, 7, American Mike--Sweetsixteenkarets, by Revenue S) O-Robert J Key. B-Robert J Key. T-Andrew Harris. D-Jason Bartlett, $1,980
Calls: 4Q, 4H, 2H, 2H, T - Finish Order: Dream Rocker, Calipari, Summer Indian, Gianni, Hoorayforvacation

To watch the race replay click here

6, YR, $20,000, P, PETTICOAT SERIES 3 & 4 YEAR OLD FILLIES & MARES 3RD LEG 3RD DIVISION, 28.3, 58.1, 1:27.1, 1:55.2, FT

2-Heels On The Beach (m, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Miss Liz, by Bettor's Delight), $35,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-Crawford Farms Racing. B-Diamond Creek Farm LLC. T-John Butenschoen. D-Mark Macdonald, $5,000

3-Pretty Real Desire (m, 4, Real Desire--Prettyty Sassy Miss, by Incredible Finale) O-John E McGill & Brian K Carsey, B-Robert S Taylor, T-Scott Di Domenico, D-George Brennan, $2,400
Calls: 1Q, 3, 1H, 2H, 3T - Finish Order: Winners Over, Nic Nac Patty Mach, Dw'sblissfulthinkn, Hearts Wild

To watch the race replay click here

8, YR, $22,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF 4 P-M RACES OR $40,000 LIFETIME. 3 & 4 YEAR OLD FILLIES & MARES, 28.2, 58.1, 1:27.0, 1:56.4, FT

ALEXINGTON SUCCESS STORY

To watch the race replay click here

9, YR, $27,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF 6 P-M RACES OR $60,000 LIFETIME. 3 & 4 YEAR OLD FILLIES & MARES, 28.3, 58.0, 1:26.2, 1:55.1, FT
1-Ideal Princess (m, 4, American Ideal--Pleasemesleazy, by Sportsmaster) O-Durazzano Stable LLC. B-Durazzano Stable LLC. T-Agostino Abbiatiello. D-Brent Holland, $13,500, Lifetime Record: 15-5-5-0, $67,040

2-Heels On The Beach (m, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Red High Heels, by Cam's Card Shark), $47,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-Bradley J Grant, CA. B-David L Banks & Michael Wm Reppucci. T-Larry Remmen. D-Scott Zeron, $6,750

To watch the race replay click here
10, YR, $22,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF 4 P-M RACES OR $40,000 LIFETIME. 3 & 4 YEAR OLD COLTS, HORSES & GELDINGS, 27.1, 56.2, 1:25.1, 1:54.2, FT
1-Bering Sea Hanover (g, 4, Somebeachsomewhere--Bold Pink, by Big Towner), $50,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Chai-Five Racing LLC. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Andrew Harris. D-Jason Bartlett, $11,000, Lifetime Record: 17-4-2-3, $42,195

To watch the race replay click here


3-Mr Ballando (g, 4, Western Ideal--AllAmerican Celebr, by Pro Bono Best), $15,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Kelly A Hastings. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Timothy Lancaster. D-Jordan Stratton, $2,640
Calls: 1H, 1Q, 1Q, 1T - Finish Order: War Daddy, Rocket J, Carlos Danger, Deadwood Hanover, Toy Cop
To watch the race replay click here

11, YR, $27,000, P, NON-WINNERS OF 6 P-M RACES OR $60,000 LIFETIME. 3 & 4 YEAR OLD COLTS, HORSES & GELDINGS, 27.3, 57.3, 1:25.4, 1:53.4, FT

To watch the race replay click here

2-Have A Parodi (g, 4, Roll With Joe--Panned Substance, by The Panderosa) O-Brian & Ira Wallach Racing & Leonard A Sorge. B-Fletcher A Davis & Stephen P Dey IV. T-Daniel Renaud. D-Scott Zeron, $6,750

Calls: 1H, 2, 2H, 8Q - Finish Order: Inforce, All Down The Line, Nimble And Quick, Breaktime Hanover, Dash Of Danger
To watch the race replay click here

Tuesday's Results:
1, YR, $20,000, P, SAGAMORE HILL SERIES 3 & 4 YEAR OLD COLTS, HORSES & GELDINGS 3RD LEG 1ST DIVISION, 27.4, 57.0, 1:25.3, 1:53.3, FT
1-Theresnoway (h, 4, Broadway Hall--American Snowflake, by Incredible Finale), $5,500 2014 ILL-CL O-A Piece Of The Action LLC. B-Peter C Sphaeth. T-Matias Ruiz. D-Daniel Dube, $5,000

To watch the race replay click here

2-Dakota Jack (h, 4, Duneside Perch--Filly Finale, by Incredible Finale), $5,500 2014 ILL-CL O-A Piece Of The Action LLC. B-Peter C Sphaeth. T-Matias Ruiz. D-Daniel Dube, $5,000

3-Rock Power (g, 4, Rocknroll Hanover--Michelle's Power, by Camluck), $70,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-D'Elegance Stable Ix & Richard J Banca & Kristen Marie Bartlett. B-Jeffrey S Snyder. T-Richard Banca. D-Jason Bartlett, $2,400
Calls: 3, 3T, NS, 1T, 1H - Finish Order: Bass Player, Quality Bud, Vegas Dream
To watch the race replay click here

2, YR, $17,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF 2 P-M RACES OR $20,000 LIFETIME. 3,4 & 5 YEAR OLDS, 29.2, 59.3, 1:29.0, 1:58.4, FT

To watch the race replay click here

Calls: 1T, 2, 1T, 2, Q - Finish Order: Jailhouse Cj, Tender Prayer, Top Of The Line, Lion Brand, Wired Hanover
To watch the race replay click here

4, YR, $20,000, P, SAGAMORE HILL SERIES 3 & 4 YEAR OLD COLTS, HORSES & GELDINGS 3RD LEG 2ND DIVISION, 27.4, 57.0, 1:25.3, 1:53.3, FT
1-Awesomeness (g, 4, Mach Three--Fancy A Dream, by Camluck) O-Martin Scharf. B-Norman J & Julie K & David S Keyes, CA. T-Aaron Lambert. D-Scott Zeron, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 17-1-5-0, $106,294

2-Artmagic (g, 4, Art Major--Sammy's Magic Girl, by Western Hanover), $70,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Bamond Racing LLC. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr. D-Brent Holland, $5,000


To watch the race replay click here


To watch the race replay click here

Click Here To send us your feedback!
5, YR, $20,000, P, SAGAMORE HILL SERIES 3 & 4 YEAR OLD COLTS, HORSES & GELDINGS 3RD LEG 3RD DIVISION, 28.2, 57.4, 1:26.1, 1:54.0, FT

1 - Never Say Never N (h, 4, Betto’s Delight—Maid In Splendor, by Christian Cullen) O-Thomas A Lazzaro & Gerard Stuchbury.  
B-Breckon Farms LTD, NZ. T-Heidi Rohr. D-Jason Bartlett, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 9-5-0-1, $41,528
2 - Magical Cowboy (g, 4, Brandon’s Cowboy—Meridian Magic, by Largo) O-James T Dunn. B-Barry M Martin, CA. T-Andrew Harris.  
D-Yannick Gingras, $5,000
3 - Wishwasasigolgo (g, 4, Ameripican Gigolo—West Wishes, by Western Hanover), $5,800 2014 ATL-CL O-William L Sartin & Mark Salerno, B-Bulletproof Enterprises. T-Joseph De Carlo. D-Jordan Stratton, $2,400

To watch the race replay click here

6, YR, $20,000, P, SAGAMORE HILL SERIES 3 & 4 YEAR OLD COLTS, HORSES & GELDINGS 3RD LEG 4TH DIVISION, 27.3, 57.0, 1:25.2, 1:53.4, FT

1 - Prejudice (g, 4, Western Terror—Woman Rebels, by Art Major), $32,000 2014 LEX-SEL O-William L Sartin & Mark Salerno, B-Bulletproof Enterprises. T-Joseph De Carlo. D-Jordan Stratton, $10,000, Lifetime Record: 26-7-3-2, $75,480
3 - Machiavelli (g, 3, Somebeachsomewhere--So Perfect, by Western Ideal), $85,000 2015 SHS-HBG O-Vai D’Or Farms & Theodore Gewertz & Rojan Stables. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Joe Holloway. D-Jason Bartlett, $2,400

Calls: 1T, 1H, 1H, 1T - Finish Order: Western Tyrant, Century Churchill, Bully Pulpit, Lukes Cowboy

To watch the race replay click here

7, YR, $22,000, T, NON-WINNERS OF 4 P-M RACES OR $40,000 LIFETIME. 3,4 & 5 YEAR OLDS, 28.4, 58.3, 1:27.4, 1:56.3, FT

2 - Ooh Rah (g, 4, Credit Winner--Motivational, by Muscles Yankee) O-Kathleen & Donald J La Montagne. B-Kathleen La Montagne. T-Kathleen La Montagne. D-Tyler Buter, $5,000

Calls: 1T, 2, 2, 2, NS - Finish Order: Sunrise Avenue, Noble Power, Explosive Jet, Ellies Funky Munky, Best Turbo

To watch the race replay click here

9, YR, $16,500, P, NON-WINNERS OF $7,500 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $75,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE. OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $15,000, 27.2, 57.2, 1:26.1, 1:55.3, FT

1 - Naked City (g, 6, The Panderosa--Keep Your Pans Off, by Abercrombie), $28,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Michi Yvette Abday. B-Peter Pan Stables Inc. T-Gilbert Garcia-Herrera. D-Mark Macdonald, $8,250, Lifetime Record: 91-12-10-12, $175,562

To watch the race replay click here

2 - Hi Ho Steverino (g, 10, Hi Ho Silverheels’s–Bj’s Beach Fire, by Beach Towel) O-David M Levine & Bardon Racing LLC. B-Wayne E & Rodney W Knittel. T-Jeffrey Bamdor Jr. D-Jordan Stratton, $4,125
3 - Stevenville (h, 6, Somebeachsomewhere--Wild West Show, by Western Hanover) O-Raymond W Schnittker & Paul L Borgdona & Ryan N Miller. B-Raymond W Schnittker & Charles V Iannazzo. T-Ray Schnittker, $1,980

Calls: 2, 2, 1T, 1H, 1Q - Finish Order: Maxi Bon, Newbie, Thorn In Your Side, Tyler, Battle Call

To watch the race replay click here

10, YR, $16,500, P, NON-WINNERS OF $5,500 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $75,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE. OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $15,000, 27.1, 56.1, 1:24.2, 1:54.0, FT

1 - Flem N Em N (g, 12, Courage Under Fire--Equus Franco, by Falcon Seelster) O-Bardon Racing LLC. B-Spreydon Lodge LTD, NZ. T-Jeffrey Bamdor Jr., D-Scott Zeron, $8,250, Lifetime Record: 245-43-39-39, $783,570

3 - Big Ber (g, 8, Cheyenne Rei--Black Chana, by Keystone Raider) O-Patricia L Mulder. B-Patricia L & Gerald Mulder, T-Rob Harmon. D-Jordan Stratton, $1,980

Calls: 1H, 2, 1H, 1T, H - Finish Order: Midnight Dylan N, Crombie A, Madiba Magic N, Print Media, Moonwriter

To watch the race replay click here
11, YR, $16,500, P, NON-WINNERS OF $7,500 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $75,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE. OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $15,000, 28.5, 58.5, 1:26.4, 1:55.1, FT
1-Sammy The Bull N (g, 8, Bettor's Delight--I'm On Myway, by Holmes Hanover) O-Triple D Stables Inc. B-Mrs I B Holland, NZ. T-Scott Di Domenico. D-Daniel Dube, $8,250, Lifetime Record: 104-10-13-22, $114,447

To watch the race replay click here

2-Diabando (g, 6, Art Major--Dragon's Diva, by Dragon's Lair) O-Friendship Stables LLC. B-Kevin J Hart. T-Paul B lumenfeld. D-Mark Macdonald, $4,125

3-Cheyenne Jeffrey (g, 9, Bettor's Delight--Cheyenne Adrienne, by Jate Lobell) O-Barry Rubenstein Farms LLC. B-The Cheyenne Gang LLC. T-Robert Siegelman. D-Jason Bartlett, $1,980

Calls: 13Q, 6Q, 3, 2T, NK - Finish Order: Blatanlty Best, Matt Major, Classie5istar N, Machs Beach Boy, In Runaway Bay N

To watch the race replay click here

Thursday's Results:

4, YR, $16,500, P, F&M NON-WINNERS OF $7,500 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $75,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE. OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $15,000, 28.4, 58.1, 1:27.0, 1:56.1, FT
1-Hey Kobe (m, 5, Bettor's Delight--American West, by Allamerican Native), $17,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-Triple D Stables Inc & Jay E Spector & Daniel F Kiwak. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Scott Di Domenico. D-Matt Kakaaley, $8,250, Lifetime Record: 64-12-14-13, $207,474

To watch the race replay click here

5, YR, $16,500, P, F&M NON-WINNERS OF $7,500 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $75,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE. OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $15,000, 27.1, 50.7, 1:25.4, 1:55.1, FT

2-Fantastication (m, 6, Rocknroll Hanover--Real Fanfare, by Real Desire), $13,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Ricky A Bucci. B-Perretti Farms. T-Ricky Bucci. D-Tyler Buter, $4,125

3-Canaco Star (m, 11, Yankee Cam--Dime A Minute, by Life Sign), $4,500 2007 CANACO O-Brittany M Robertson. B-Marcel J Lacaille, CA. T-Brittany Robertson. D-Daniel Dube, $1,980

Calls: 5, 4H, 1Q, 4Q, 10Q - Finish Order: Gentle Janet, Eden Paige N, American Major, Worldlydoyld, Wrapped To Go

To watch the race replay click here

6, YR, $16,500, P, NON-WINNERS OF $7,500 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $75,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE. OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $15,000, 28.3, 58.2, 1:26.4, 1:55.1, FT
1-Parnu Hanover (g, 6, Somebeachsomewhere--Panned Out, by Jate Lobell), $14,000 2012 SHS-HBG O-Ervin Miller Stable Inc & Aiva A & Sara K Miller. B-Hanover Shoe Farms Inc. T-Erv Miller. D-Marcus Miller, $8,250, Lifetime Record: 52-7-10-8, $120,551

To watch the race replay click here

7, YR, $23,000, P, F&M NON-WINNERS OF $10,000 IN LAST 5 STARTS WINNERS OVER $100,000 IN 2016/17 NOT ELIGIBLE. AE. OPTIONAL CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $20,000. 3 & 4 YEAR OLD F&M NON-WINNERS OF $100,000. LIFETIME., 28.2, 58.0, 1:26.3, 1:55.1, FT

To watch the race replay click here
RA CE RESULTS

9, YR, $23,000, P, CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $25,000 3 YO 50%, 4 YO 25%, F&M 20%, 27.3, 57.1, 1:25.2, 1:54.1, FT
1-One Through Ten (h, 8, Four Starzzz Shark--Gothic Lady, by Abercrombie), $100,000 2010 LEX-SEL O-Richard J Banca.

2-Roll On (g, 9, Rocknroll Hanover--Please Me Please, by Camluck)
O-Cc Racing LLC. B-Susan E Grange, CA & Lothlorien Equestrian Cent, CA. T-Tyler George. D-Matt Kakaley, $5,750

3-Sir Jack (g, 8, Camluck--C C Spice, by In The Pocket) O-Tyler L Buter & Gene Oldford Farms LLC. B-Chuck Campbell. T-Amber Buter.
D-Tyler Buter, $2,760
Calls: 1Q, 1Q, T, 1T, 2 - Finish Order: Stonebridge Tonic, Theseeyescraying, Durant, Hands Off Frank, Real Flight, Coach Cal

To watch the race replay click here

10, YR, $25,000, P, CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $30,000 3 YO 50%, 4 YO 25%, F&M 20%, 27.4, 57.1, 1:26.0, 1:54.3, FT
D-Jordan Stratton, $11,500, Lifetime Record: 68-13-5-4, $72,503

2-Square Dancer (m, 4, Western Terror--Armbro Nashville, by Big Towner), $20,000 2014 SHS-HBG O-Michael P Hall. B-Frederick W Hertrich III. T-Richard Banca. D-Jason Bartlett, $5,750

Calls: 3, 2T, T, T, NS - Finish Order: Kamwood Laughter N, Let Her Rock, Dilly Dali, Heavenly Bride, Hooves On First
To watch the race replay click here